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Introducing ECR EuropeIntroducing ECR Europe

Mission
“Working together to fulfil consumer wishes

better, faster and at less cost”

Uniqueness
Only European platform

for value chain co-operation on a parity basis
between brand manufacturers and retailers

Openness
Contributions of other active stakeholders are 

welcome



Since 1994, a European, paritySince 1994, a European, parity--based, consumer goods platform based, consumer goods platform 
promoting a better way to meet consumer needspromoting a better way to meet consumer needs
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•over 30 European 
“blue books”

• 250 national best 
practices

•International Commerce 
Review (ICR) and web portal 
to keep abreast of leading- 
edge thinking
•Progressive Management 
Programme (PMP) for 
tomorrow’s leaders

•To help implement joint 
best practices 
•To inspire new ways of 
working together based 
on practical local 
experience

Renowned annual 
showcase for our 
industry, since 1996

http://www.ecr-institute.org/resolveUid/fa5e4eedd76f8cf09d915758720ea09f


Source: AC Nielsen for ECR Europe, ECR Academic Partnership and IBM Global Business Services (2005) 

Adopters of ECR practices perform better.....Adopters of ECR practices perform better..... 
....and shoppers notice....and shoppers notice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on AC Nielsen shopper research we found that the effects of ECR adoption are noticeable for shoppers.
Asking shoppers of retailers who have adopted ECR and shoppers of retailers who have not, the results show clearly that shoppers at ECR retailers find that
products are better displayed 
they get better store deals and promotions
they enjoy a wider selecction of products and assortments
they get everything they need in the store
there is a better selection of high quality products & brands
what they want is always in stock
its easy to find quickly what the want.
You can use these questions to find out whether your shoppers feel the difference too when you adopt ECR
You can use these questions to benchmark yourself against best in class ECR adopters





Example: Sustainable TransportExample: Sustainable Transport

Savings in France (13 companies): 
1,500 tons of CO2

563,503 litres of fuel
2 million km

Savings in the UK (40 companies):
161,000 tons of CO2 

200 million km
60 million litres of fuel

2000 trucks off the road 
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